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Abstract. This paper addresses the performance of geographical rout-
ing protocol in wireless networks, where only few nodes possess self-
locating capability such as GPS. To be able to apply end-to-end geo-
graphical routing protocols, it is necessary every node know their po-
sition coordinates. We propose a method to infer such positioning in-
formation to any node, based only on connectivity and localization in-
formation obtained from the neighborhood. Three metrics are used to
evaluate the performance of such a scheme: the density of useful nodes
for geographical routing protocol, the reachability and the path length.
Index Terms— ad hoc network, localization, positioning, wireless net-
work, self-locating.
1 Introduction
Wireless systems are widely spread all around the world, but many problems
remain to offer ubiquitous access. In internet networks, the routing process is
based on the IP address of a destination, which uniquely identifies a node and
contains a network prefix used to locate the node in the network. In case of
mobile user, the node keeps its IP address but the network prefix looses its
significance. This problem becomes even more crucial in Ad Hoc or Sensor
Networks, as no dedicated routing infrastructure exists, leaving each node in
charge of its auto-configuration and of routing issues. As the number of wireless
terminals grows, the complexity of the routing process also increases and the
main difficulty for such systems is to remain scalable.
One proposition to deal with this scalability issues consists of using a geo-
graphical routing protocol. Such a protocol bases the routing decision only on
the geographical position - coordinates - of the destination node, thus suppress-
ing the need for routing tables.
For example, the nearest node to the destination is chosen as the next hop
node. These routing alternatives raise their own problems such as how to store
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and retrieve the mapping between an IP address - still required by applications
- and the localization coordinates. Many research work is currently undertaken
to overtake this problem, a survey proposed in [1] references some of the papers
dealing with localization issues for ubiquitous computing. Another issue raised
by geographical routing is that it requires that every node knows its position,
therefore they can not be integrated by the geographical routing process.
Most of the papers in this research field deals with geographical routing in
an homogenous networks, where all nodes have got self-location capability - like
GPS - [2, 3]. We argue that this assumption is somehow restrictive as a wire-
less network is more likely to be composed of heterogeneous than homogenous
devices.
For these reasons, we focus our work on evaluating the performances of
geographical routing protocols in heterogeneous wireless networks. Simple nodes
- nodes with no self-locating capability - could not be used in such scheme until
they can estimate their own position. Some approaches try to overcome this
problem by using IP routing solutions when nodes don’t know their position
[4]. This nonetheless leads to mix routing protocols which may not be adapted to
low resources Sensor networks. Other proposals get the nodes to estimate their
position based on physical measurements such as an angle of arrival (AOA)
[5], signal strength [6], time of arrival (TOA) [7] or based on connectivity based
approach [8]. The latter proposal has for main advantage that no specific devices
is requested to infer a position.
We argue in this paper that although the position precision obtained when
nodes get their position from their neighborhood is not always great, it is suf-
ficient to operate routing operations.
Thus we combine geographical routing protocols with a simple position es-
timation process, based on a connectivity approach.
This paper is organized as follows : Section 2 will present our approach
followed in Section 3 by our results. Section 4 will conclude the paper.
2 Context
We propose in this article to evaluate the performances of geographical routing
protocol combined with our localization process for simple nodes (Fig. 1).
A greedy approach has been chosen for the geographical routing protocol,
like [2] due to its simplicity: the next forwarding node is the nearest in distance
to the destination.
The position estimation process is based on the connectivity approach [9].
With a convex hull selection method among the neighbor nodes, only useful
nodes remain for the position estimation process. The estimated position is
then a simple average of the position of selected nodes.
The main contribution of this position estimation proposal comes from the
fact that we do not require any specific equipment to get a node to estimate its
position. To run our solution we require that only a few nodes in the topology
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Self−locating devices (GPS)
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(a) Simple nodes with no position estima-
tion process
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Relative positioning devices
(b) Simple nodes with a position estimation
process
Fig. 1. Geographical routing in heterogeneous wireless networks.
have self-locating capability. The position information of a node (coordinates
and the estimated accuracy of the position) is then simply exchanged in “Hello
Messages” adding no particular overhead in terms of the information propaga-
tion. Each time a node receives a “Hello Message”, it decides or not to update
its position and it forwards it to its own neighborhood. This process is done con-
tinuously to take into account the modifications of the environment. It allows
step-by-step to infer a position to a node distant of x-hops from self-located
nodes - the self-located nodes being the only ones with a very precise position
information. The position estimation process is independent of the underlay-
ing network technologies and protocols. Thus no further considerations will be
made on the underlaying routing protocols in this paper.
In some previous work [10], we have shown that our position estimation
proposal gives optimal results when selecting some neighbors. Obviously, our
resulting estimated position is not always precise, as it depends on the network
topology and the distribution and number of self-located nodes in the network.
The aim of this paper is first to evaluate the convergence of position infor-
mation based on the number of time “Hello Messages” are exchanged. First we
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want to confirm that the estimation process will tend to become more and more
precise as the number of “Hello Messages” propagated in the network increases.
This point is not obvious, as divergences could appear if estimation errors prop-
agate in the network. Second, we want to evaluate the impact of the topology
density on the node reachability depending on the number of self-located nodes
in the network.
2.1 Convergence time of the position estimation
We first consider a simple static case to evaluate the convergence time of the
position estimation process (Fig. 2). We define five nodes N1, N2, N3, N4, N5,
where only N1 and N5 are self-located. The real positions of the nodes are
N1x(0), N2x(45), N3x(70), N4x(100) and N5x(130). Rmax , the theoretical
transmission range is set to 50m. N5x(130) emits its first “Hello message” at
iteration 3.
N5N1 N2 N3 N4
0 70
Simple nodes
GPS nodes
45 100 130
Fig. 2. Simple topology case.
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Fig. 3. Convergence time of the position estimation process
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Fig. 3 shows the convergence time of the position estimation process com-
bined with a geographical routing protocol. From 0 iteration to 3which also
correspond to the number of position messages exchanged or broadcasted by
the neighbor nodes - only N1 broadcasts its “Hello Message”. Simple nodes
N2, N3, N4 can’t estimate their position until N5 broadcast its ‘Hello Mes-
sage” at iteration 3. in this example a simple node has a good estimation of its
positions after 4-5 iterations - and the maximum precision of position is reached
after 10 steps.
Before reaching the stationary state, the precision of position increases by
steps. For example, between iteration 3 and 4, nodes N2 and N4 get position
messages from N1 and N5 while N3 receives nothing. N2 and N4 estimate
their position and then broadcast it. Then N3 estimates its position between
steps 4 and 5, and broadcasts the result. And so on...
We showed that with a simple position estimation process, simple nodes can
estimate their position with a simple connectivity approach.
Even if this example is basic, we observe that the convergence time of the
precision of position is linked to the number of self-located nodes present in
the neighborhood: as the density of SLN nodes increases, the convergence time
decreases.
2.2 Definitions
We will now define the metrics we use to evaluate the performance of a geo-
graphical routing protocol combined with a position estimation process.
Useful density We define the useful density Duseful as the density useful for
a geographical routing protocol i.e. only nodes with a position are taken into
account. Thus Duseful of a node represents the number of SLN nodes and the
number of SN nodes with a position in its neighborhood.
We also define Dmax the maximum density of useful nodes. Dmax is obtained
when all the nodes are self-located i.e. 100% of the nodes are GPS nodes.
Accessibility As simple nodes gets a position, new paths can be found and
used by the geographical routing protocol. Thus, a node can “discuss” with
more nodes. We call accessibility or reachability the percentage of nodes that
can be reached by another one with a geographical routing.
To estimate R, we divide the number of real paths found by the theoretical
number of paths. By construction R ∈ [0; 1] with R = 0 when no path has been
found and R = 1 when the network is a connected graph. The higher R is, the
higher the connectivity of the network is.
Path length We define by average path length Lmean the average number of
hops necessary to establish a path between two nodes. If no path is found, it
will not have a length since it does not exist and it will be discarded for the
estimation of Lmean.
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Homogeneous and Heterogeneous routing We define two geographical
routing protocol cases : the first one consists of a geographical routing protocol
without a position estimation process. In such case, only SLN nodes are useful
in the routing process, and SN nodes are purely ignored. We called such an
approach a homogeneous geographical routing protocol. Inversely, when a geo-
graphical routing protocol is combined with a position estimation process, all
nodes of the network can be used to achieve the routing and we call this ap-
proach a heterogeneous geographical routing protocol.
3 Results
As our position estimation process is independent from the underlayer tech-
nologies, we choose not to use NS2 or Glomosim and we have developed our
own Java code simulator for its simplicity. 50 nodes are randomly placed in a
1000m x 1000m square. Self-locating nodes and simple nodes are also randomly
elected. The maximum theoretical transmission range Rmax is set to 170m. We
consider only static cases. Mobility will be considered in future works.
3.1 Useful density and accessibility
We first study the impact of the percentage of SLN nodes from 0 to 100% for
a 50 nodes topology (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Performance of Duseful for different percentage of GPS nodes and as a function
of the number of iterations of the position estimation process
With 100% of SLN nodes, the useful density reaches the maximum density
with Dmax = 2.8 (every node has got 2.8 neighbor nodes). Fig. 4 shows that
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as the percentage of SLN nodes increases, the convergence time of Duseful
decreases.
With 5% of GPS nodes (2 SLN), Duseful never reaches Dmax mostly due to
the sparse topology. Several nodes are alone and won’t be able to participate
to the network and then won’t be useful at all.
Focus now on the worst possible case : low density (50 nodes) with a low
percentage of SLN nodes (5%) (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. Performance of Duseful for a topology of 50 nodes with 5% GPS
For a homogeneous routing, the number of useful nodes is equal to 0.1 and
doesn’t vary in time (the number of SLN is constant), whereas in the case
of a heterogeneous routing, Duseful increases in time to reach a maximum of
2.8. The Duseful of a heterogeneous routing converges toward the maximum
density Dmax but never equals it due to the pathology of the network topology.
Nevertheless heterogeneous routing performs better than homogeneous routing.
With a position estimation process, a geographical routing protocol can use
more nodes to achieve its goals than in the case of using only SLN nodes.
We now study the reachability of a node into a heterogeneous network.
This is an important performance factor because it determines if a path exists
between every node of the network. R is a good indicator of the connectivity
of the network.
Fig. 6 shows the impact on the reachability according to the number of
iterations of the position estimation process. We varied the percentage of GPS
nodes from 0 to 100%.
The study of the Fig. 6 is very similar to that which we have just done
for the density Fig. 4. As the number of iterations of the position estimation
process increases, R grows and converges towards a maximum value depending
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Fig. 6. Reachability for a given percentage of GPS nodes and as a function of the
number of iterations of the position estimation process.
on the density of the topology. As the simple nodes estimate their position, the
useful density grows, and as the useful density of nodes increases, the feasibility
of roads increases as well.
As the simple nodes acquire a position, the connectivity of the network in-
creases to reach a maximum. Here Rmax(50) = 73%. We also see that the more
the percentage of self-locating nodes in the network is, the faster the conver-
gence is. R(50) < 100 implies that the graph representative of the network is
not complete but composed of under complete graphs.
As the useful density, the reachability (accessibility of the nodes) benefits
from the packing of a position estimation process to a geographical routing
protocol.
3.2 Path length
The figure Fig. 7 shows the average path length according to the number of
iteration of the position estimation process. We looked at Lmean in topologies
of 50 and 200 nodes. For each particular topology, we varied the percentage of
SLN from 0 to 100%.
These curves comprise two phases: one transitory and the other one station-
ary :
– The stationary phase is reached when Lmean becomes constant. It is observed
in every case.
– The transitional phase is the stage before the stationary phase. A difference
of pathology of the results can be noticed according to the total number of
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Fig. 7. Average path length in function of the percentage of SLN nodes and in function
of the number of iteration od the positions estimation process.
nodes of topologies. Two types of transitional stages are defined: the progres-
sive transitory phase and the regressive transitory phase.
The progressive transitional stage is observed when the theoretical density
and the percentage of SLN nodes are low. In this case, the average path length
increases quickly as the density and/or the percentage of SLN nodes is low.
Increasing connectivity increases the probability of existence of a way between
two nodes. In a spare topology case (50 nodes), the increase of connectivity is
the result of the union of under complete graphs, as the simple nodes estimate
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their position. Thus the average path length can only be longer than before.
But that also implies that news paths can be found to reach new destinations.
The regressive transitional stage is observed when the theoretical density
and/or the percentage of SLN nodes are significant enough. In this case, Lmean
decreases gradually towards the optimum path length. This decrease is all the
more significant as the percentage of nodes GPS is weak. These cases of figures
are the concrete example of a Swiss-Cheese topology as shown in Fig. 1(b).
At the beginning, when the simple nodes do not have a position, the geo-
graphical routing can not use them: the routing path has to circumvent all the
empty zones of position information, which implies a longer path. As soon as
simple nodes acquire their position, geographical routing protocol uses these
nodes. Thus the hole grow blurred. Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) illustrate these re-
marks.
Now let us compare the average path length in the case of a homogeneous
and/or heterogeneous routing.
The Fig. 8 compares Lmean obtained by a homogeneous and heterogeneous
geographical routing. Moreover we have to study Lmean in the cases of progres-
sive transitional stage Fig. 8(a) and regressive transitional stage Fig. 8(b).
In the case of a progressive transitional stage - Fig. 8(a) - the average path
length in a homogeneous routing is constant. Within a topology of 50 nodes,
Lmean ' 1.2. Thus the average path length is no more than a hop. Routing in
such topology is not very useful since a node can discuss only with its immediate
neighbors and no further.
When simple nodes have a position, an important growth of the path length
is noticed; Lmean ' 7 is almost 6 times greater than for the homogeneous
routing. Indeed this increase average path length is only a translation of the
increase in probability of finding a road between two nodes. Thus when two
under complete graphs are linked - by the means of simple nodes - the average
path length increases.
In the case of a regressive transitional stage - Fig. 8(b) - the average path
length in a homogeneous routing is constant, Lmean = 6.5, whereas for a hetero-
geneous geographical routing, Lmean decreases quickly before being stabilized
towards 4.3. These results confirm our idea to use simple nodes with position
into geographical routing in order to largely minimize the path length.
In these two figures - Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 8(a) - the theoretical curve repre-
sents the theoretical average path length between different nodes. In the case
of a progressive transitional phase, the theoretical average length is the upper
limit, whereas in the decreasing transitional phase, it undervaluates the lengths
obtained by the mean of the homogeneous and heterogeneous geographical rout-
ings. In all cases, the heterogeneous routing converges towards this theoretical
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Fig. 8. comparison between average Length of roads in a number of jumps of a
heterogeneous routing and a homogeneous routing for two topologies of 50 and 200
nodes including 25% of which autolocalized nodes.
length, without however reaching it. The path length, when using our approach
becomes closer to the theoretical path length when the density of the nodes
increases.
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4 Conclusion
The addition of a position estimation process improves the total performances
of a geographical routing in a heterogeneous wireless network.
We showed that despite the fact our position estimation process may not be
precise, it allows ti increase nodes connectivity and reachability. The average
path length reflect the benefices of such a routing for a heterogeneous network.
This work underlines the possibility to use a simple geographical routing pro-
tocol, in an environment with a very little constraints, as it only requires that
some nodes in the topology possess a precise position information.
We will focus our future works on the position estimation process and spe-
cially simple techniques to enhance the precision of estimated position to study
the impact of the position precision on the performance of geographical routing
for a heterogeneous network.
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